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ABSTRACT 
In this paper various algebraic properties of the indefinite Riemann integral that are 
appropriate for its use on the computer are examined. From this analysis it is seen that 
the operation of the integral on certain simply described families of functions, called 
invariant algebras, indicates how it must also act on more complex families of maps. 
Several examples of the theory are presented, illustrating among other things the 
relationship existing between integrals of certain types of hypergeometric functions 
and the integrals of the exponentiM and trigonometric functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, with the formation of systematic techniques for handling symbolic 
algebraic data and the advent of higher-level programming languages incorporating 
these techniques, interest has grown considerably regarding the problem of imple- 
menting operators uch as the indefinite integral and Laplace transform on the com- 
puter. Among the many reasons for this is that before the advent of such higher-level 
languages, not only was it necessary that the mathematical properties of the operators 
be formulated along with whatever decision making procedures that were involved 
for such an implementation, but also that techniques be developed for handling the 
symbolic mathematical expressions that would arise. This latter issue was, of course, 
a formidable project in itself, being theoretically unrelated to the operator issue but 
nevertheless required for implementation purposes. The major reason for this interest, 
however, was that without such a collection of operators, the procedures that could 
then be employed would be too limited in scope to be of value in generating a structure 
that could comprehensively examine items such as differential equations on the 
machine. It was evident, for example, that while series techniques (both finite and 
infinite) were quite useful at times, as were transformations of differential equations 
from one set of independent or dependent variables to another set, in general these 
procedures were severely restricted in their breadth and versatility. 
Heretofore, unfortunately, because of the dearth of information concerning the 
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algebraic action of any of these operators on various families of functions, all such 
attempts to implement these operators have been characterized by their extremely 
restricted mathematical structure. For example, the standard procedure for formulating 
the indefinite integral 1 I ( f )  -~ I[f(x)] ~ Sf(x) dx has been to first define it for an 
initial list of functions {fl ,..., fn}, called elementary functions, assigning to each map fi 
an expression gi denoting its value under the operator I. All the functionsf that could 
then be obtained as either sums or products of elementary maps, or as other prescribed 
combinations of such maps, were also called elementary functions, their forms 
determining possible sequences of operations with the operator I that might lead to 
some value for I ( f) .  The operations employed were normally applications of the 
"integration by parts" and the "transformation f variables" properties of the integral, 
the choice of which depended on the type of decision making structure that was 
adopted. If the structure was essentially heuristic in nature, as was the case in Ref. 2, 
then the computer generally did not have enough information at its disposal so that 
it could determine a priori if the evaluation of an indefinite integral of a function 
theoretically laid within its grasp or not. All it could do was to attempt various 
sequences of operations with I, hoping that eventually one would be found that would 
work. On the other hand, if the decision principles that were utilized for selecting these 
operations were based on an analysis of the mathematical structure of the functions 
to be integrated, as was done in Ref. 4, then in certain cases the machine could 
effectively determine whether an integral could be evaluated, and if so, could then 
systematically carry out its computation. Unfortunately, however, because of the rigid 
restraints imposed on the system by such a fragile initial data structure (i.e., one 
consisting of only "elementary" functions) and by a iestricted mathematical environ- 
ment, the approach suffered accordingly. 
Contradistinctively in this paper we shall only be interested in examining the 
algebraic properties of the indefinite (Reimann) integral that are appropriate for its use 
on the computer, leaving for another time a discussion concerning the decision making 
techniques that are involved in the implementation f such an operator. In particular, 
families ~ of real-valued functions will be considered whose elements f are all defined 
along with their indefinite integrals I ( f )  on a subinterval J of the real line, the choice 
of J depending only on ~. For convenience the sets ~ and ~' = I[~] will be required 
to be vector spaces and ~ -~/~' to be a linear map. The effect of the integral on indi- 
vidual functions, and not on families of functions, will be ignored, the major reason 
being that such an approach appears to be too restricted to be of value. The two general 
techniques for handling indefinite integrals, namely the "integration by parts" and the 
"transformation of variables" procedures, will be used throughout, he former for 
characterizing I for specific families and the latter for classifying the spaces can arise. 
It will be seen that while the "integration by parts" procedure isnormally necessary for 
x See pp. 191-203 of Ref. 2 and Ref. 4. 
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obtaining recursive relationships involving the integrals of functions of a family ~:, 
these relationships will also be influenced by the algebraic properties of the space and 
its elements. In addition, the spaces r themselves will be observed to form a hierachical 
assemblage, ach level of the hierarchy depending theoretically on the preceding lower 
levels. This being the case, it will then follow that for any nonheuristic type of decision 
making procedure based on the mathematical structure of the operator I, such concepts 
as that of the "elementary function" will not suffice for adequately defining the 
procedure. Instead, the "lowest" level of spaces ~: in the hierarchy will be required. 
2. INVARIANT ALGEBRAS OF FUNCTIONS 
In initiating our study of the integral we shall find it convenient to first consider 
vectol spaces r of functions that are invariant with respect o the operator I, i.e., that 
satisfy the property that I[~:] C ~:, and that also contain the products of all their 
functions, hence being algebras. It will be noted as we proceed that not only do many 
of these invariant algebras exist, but they also provide a framework upon which many 
properties of the indefinite integral can be systematically constructed. 
EXAMPLE. Let ~o be the algebra generated by functions of the forms x ~ and In(x) 
where a is an arbitrary constant. Then every element of ~:o is a linear combination of 
maps of the form x a In(x) n where a is a constant and n = 0, 1 ..... Moreover, 
I[ln(x)"/x] = ln(x)'~+X/(n + 1) (2.1) 
I [x a In(x) n] = x a+x ln(x)n/(a 4- 1) - n/Ca 4- 1) "I[x ~ In(x) "-x] 
for a :/: -1  and n = O, 1 ..... Consequently, ~o is an invariant algebra. 
THEOREM (2.1). I f  ~ is an invariant algebra not containing the amstant mapping 1, 
i.e. not containing its multiplicative identity, then there exists a unique smallest invariant 
algebra containing both 1 and ~. 
Proof. Since I (x  n) = xn+t/(n + 1) it is clear that any invariant algebra containing 1
and ~ must contain the algebra g generated by 1, x, and ~:. But since g is also invariant by 
I[x"] = x"+l/(n 4- 1) (2.2) 
l[x"f(x)] = x" I ( f )  --  n " I [x" - l l ( f ) ] ,  
must be the smallest invariant algebra containing 1 and ~:. 
Consequently, only invariant algebras containing their multiplicative identity will 
henceforth be considered. ~:o and r are two such algebras, ~:~ being the algebra 
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generated by maps of the forms 1, x, and e ax, for a an arbitrary constant, and employing 
the relations 
I[x"] ~- xn+l/(n + 1) 
(2.3) 
I[x~e ~] = x~e'*/a --  (n/a) " I[x"-le "~] 
for n = 0, 1 .... and a :I: 0. It is evident hat these relations are derived from (2.2), the 
second of which is a special case of the "integration by parts" property of I. Here the 
property is being used directly, though this normally will not occur. The reason for its 
direct application in this case will be made clear in Theorem (2.2). 
Consider now an arbitrary vector space (or algebra) ~ of functions, all of which are 
defined along with their integrals on an interval J, and let u = go(x) be a differentiable 
function defined on a subinterval D of the real line such that go[D] C ]. Then the set 
~[go] = {f  o ~0 : f ~ ~:}, which is called the image of ~ corresponding to go, is also a vector 
space (or algebra) of functions. Moreover, if u = go(x) has a differentiable inverse 
x ~- V(u) defined on the set go[D], we have by the "transformation of variables" prop- 
erty of I the value 
I[f(go(x))] ---- I ( f .  ~') o go(x) (2.4) 
for a l l f  6 ~ where y' is the derivative of V. In particular, if ~ is an invariant algebra nd 
~' belongs to ~, then the image algebra ~[go] will also be invariant. 
EXAMPLE. Let ~: be the algebra ~, and u ~- (ax + b) t/~ for a positive integer k and 
two constants a and b where a 3& 0. The induced invariant algebra ~,[(ax + b) x/k] is 
then generated by the functions 1, x, (ax + b) l/k, and e c(a~+b)l/k for c an arbitrary 
constant. 
Image spaces play a central role in the development of the indefinite integlal since 
they describe precisely how the "transformation of variables" property of I operates. 
In particular, they provide a means by which we can classify our spaces, for generally 
a study of the algebraic properties of the images ~:[go] of a space ~ is reducible (in part) 
to a study of ~ itself. In so far as the integrals of the functions of the initial spaces are 
concerned, however, only the "integration by parts" property will be available, and 
this will normally only be applicable in an indirect manner. 
Consider, for example, the spaces e, and e0. It is evident hat ~0 is the image space 
~,[ln(x)] of e, and that relations (2.1) are images of the relations (2.3). Moreover, 
if ~:1 is the subalgebra of ~, generated by the functions e a~ where a is an arbitrary 
constant and if 12 is the subspace of ~o generated by the maps x a ln(x) ~ for 0 ~< a < 1 
and n = 0, 1, 2,..., then ~, and eo are the respective direct sums O~=oXn~:l and 
@n~---r )nO, el -~/ el -~- span(x), and xnl2 1 xn+ll2 for all integers n. Consequently, 
the algebraic properties of image spaces do vary, along with the manner in which the 
integral operates on them. Noting the simplicity of the structure of t0, we generalize 
and obtain the following: 
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DEFINITION. If ~: is an algebra of functions containing the multiplicative identity 1, 
then ~ will be said to be integrable whenever a subalgebra ~:1 exists for which 
~: = @n=0 x~:x and ~1 ~ ~1 4- span(x). 
THEOREM (2.2). / f  ~ = (~=o/X"~:l is an integrable algebra then ~ is also invariant, 
having the property that xn~t --', ~1 4- x~l + "'" + X~l  + span(x~+l) for all non- 
negative integers n. 
Since ~:1 ~ ~:1 @ span(x), for each f in  ~:1 there is a uniqueg ~ ~:x and constant Proof. " 1 
c for which I ( f )  = g + cx. Using this for f 3& 1 along with relations (2.2) we then 
obtain 
xn+l 
l[x'~f(x)] = x'~g + c " - -  n " I[x"-lg(x)], 
n4-1  
which is also valid for f = 1 and states that I[Xn~l] C I[xn-l~l ] + xn(a + span(x"+i). 
Thus by induction on n we find that x"sel -~/~:1 4- X~:l 4- "'" 4- xn~:l + span(x"+l), 
from which it follows that ~: must be invariant. 
EXAMPLE. Let ~:, be the algebra generated by the functions x, e a~, sin(ax), and 
cos(ax) for a an arbitrary constant, and let ~r be the subalgebra generated by just the 
maps e a~, sin(ax), and cos(ax). Then ~:, = @~=o X~r and by the identities 
sin(a) sin(/~) = 89 -- t~) -- cos(h +/~)] 
cos(a) cos(t,) = 89 - t,) + cos(a + ~)] (2.5) 
sin(a) cos(tO = ~-[sin(a + ~) + sin(A --/~)], 
~:x is the space spanned by the maps e az sin(bx) and e ~ cos(bx) for a and b arbitrary 
constants. Consequently, since 
I[1] = x 
I[e a~ sin(bx)] = eaX/(a 2 4- b2) 9 [a . sin(bx) -- b 9 cos(bx)] (2.6) 
I[e ~ cos(bx)] = e~/(a ~ 4- b2) 9 [a . cos(bx) + b.  sin(bx)] 
for a s + b z @ O, ~.  is an integrable algebra. 
Not only are the invariant algebras ~. and ~e integrable in structure, but they also 
contain the derivatives D( f )  = f '  of all their maps. Now this normally will not occur, 
for if ~ is an arbitrary algebra of functions and u = ~(x) a differentiable transfor- 
mation of variables uch that ~0' 6 ~[~0], then the derivative D[ f  o 9~] = f'(~o(x)) 9 ~o'(x) 
will not necessarily be in ~:[9] even if both f and f '  belong to ~. Consequently, even if 
the algebra ~ contains the derivatives of all its maps, few of its images need have this 
property. Because of this the direct use of derivatives i avoided whenever it is possible 
to do so. 
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3. INTEGRABLE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR IMAGE SPACES 
Since invariant algebras are among the simplest families of functions that can be 
employed where the integral of a product of functions has been defined, it is clear that 
the properties of these algebras hould be delineated as fully as possible for whatever 
information they may contain concerning the structure of the integral I. Unfortunately, 
however, since very little is currently known regarding their internal algebraic 
structure unless they are also integrable or images of integrable algebras, our attention 
will be devoted in this section to just these latter algebras, and how I operates on them. 
A presentation of the few properties that are known concerning the action of the 
integral on arbitrary invariant algebras will be deferred until Section 4. 
Consider now an arbitrary integrable algebra ~ == ~,~o x'%Cx and let u = ~x)  be 
a transformation of variables with a differentiable inverse x -- 7(u) such that y' ~ r 
Then relation (2.4) holds and from this it follows that the image r must be an 
invariant algebra. Moreover, since Theorem (2.2) is also true, it is immediate that if 
m is the smallest non-negative integer for which y' ~ O~=0 x~'~l (such an integer m must 
exist since y' belongs to r then the mapping y is representable in the form 
'~ k Lx m+l for fl  7 = 5~k=ofkX + ,f2 ,...,fro elements of ~x and ~ a constant. We shall first 
examine the structure of ~ and ~:[~0] for the case where A :/-: O, letting g2 denote the 
subspace @~=o Xk~l for convenience. 
THEOREM (3.1). The sum ~ + 7~ + y2~ + ... is direct, having for its value ~.2 
Consequently ~[~o] -- Q~=o x"~[~]. 
Proof. Since ~ may be regarded as a ~x-module having the basis {x"}~=o, and since 
x '~+1 may be written as a linear combination of the vectors 1, x, x2,..., x m, 7 of the 
module, it is immediate that the set X : {xk7 n : k --: 0, 1, 2,..., m and n : 0, 1,2,...) 
must span ~, and therefore that ~: -- ~ + 7~ + ~2 + ... 
Assume now that X is a dependent set of vectors, in which case a linear combination 
~-,n-lw.m r i j , of vectors y = ~-0  ~i=oJ~i x Y ~- ~.of i~xiY  n will exist where each fij ~ ~r fk,~ :~ 0, 
k ~< m, and y - 0. Since each yJ is then easily checked to be a polynomial in x with 
coefficients in the ring ~x, having degree (m 4- 1)j and leading coefficient At, it follows 
that y is a polynomial in x with coefficients in ~1, having degree (m + 1) n ~- k 
and leading coefficient fk~A ". But the polynomial y cannot be 0 unless all its coefficients 
are 0 since the vectors 1, x, x 2 .... form a linearly independent set in the ~:l-module ~. 
Consequently, we have a contradiction so that X must be a linearly independent set. 
THEOREM (3.2). For any non-negative integer n 7"g2 z_~ Q~=o 7 ~-q + span0 '~+x) and 
xnQ[go ] .~t ~)~=o x~[cP] + xn+l{Z~--o 1 9~ ~ + span(cPra)) 9 
2 For convenience of notation, f" will always denote the mapping x --+f(x)" or its value for 
any real valued function f and integer n. 
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Proof. Since any element of y~O may be regarded as a polynomial in x with 
coefficients in ~:x having degree ~ (m + 1) n + m and conversely, and since. 
x m+l = A-ay + k for k an element of D, by Theorem (2.2) 
n 
ynf2 ~ 0 yk~2 + span(x (m+~)(n+l)) C Q ye~2 + span(yn+l). 
k=0 k=0 
,, ,,n+lr~ '~-1 ,~k~ + span(xm)]. Consequently, if the Similarly I[yny'f2] C Qk=o Y kf2 + r t/-.k=0 ~ sl 
images of both sides of this relation are taken, then by the identity I[y"y'f2][9] = 
T[x~f2[9]], which is a direct consequence of relation (2.4), the theorem follows. 
Noting that i f f  ~ f2 it can normally be assumed that I(y'~y~f) will have a non-zero 
coefficient for the term y~+~x  (takef(x) to be x ~, for example), we therefore conclude: 
COROLLARY (3.3). ~:[~o] is an integrable algebra if and only if m = O. 
THEOREM (3.4). 
k r m--i y~Y2 2, I[)z-*~] + ~,~Q + span(y~+t) + span{I(x y )}k=o 
and 
m--1 
xr-lQ[cp] 1~./[~r-lQ][~] + x r ~ t~k~l[~O] + span{I(xkyr) o tp}k= 0m-1 
k=o 
if r is a real number for which the spaces pan{I(xky*)}~s and I[y~-IQ] are defined. 
Proof. Let Qk k = Qi=o xir for k = 0, 1 ..... m andre  Qk. Then by Theorem (2.2) 
if k < m there is a unique g e ~k and constant c such that I ( f )  = g + cx k+l. Con- 
sequently, i f f  is replaced by the sum g' + c(k + 1) x k in I(y~f) and if an integration 
by parts is used on the integral I(yrg'), we then obtain 
I(y~f) = c(k + 1) I(xk~Z) + y~g -- r .  I(y'-ay'g), (3. I) 
which states that 
I[yr~k] C yr~Q k + span{I(xkyr)} + I[yr-~y'g2k]. 
But since Y'~k C ~ + Y~k-1 if k ~ 0 and Y'Qo C ~, 
I[yrQo] C Yr~o § span{I(Y~)} + i[y~-l~] 
for k :/= 0.  Thus by induction on k = 0,  1, 2 , . . . ,  m - -  1 we have 
yrff~k I i[yr_lf2] ~_ 7%Qk _~_ span{i(x~y~)}~=o " (3.2) 
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In particular, since y'$2 C $2 + yf2,~_ 1 it follows that 
k r m--1 I[~/r--17'~r~ ] C 1[~/r-1~r -~- ~r~-2ra_ 1 ~- span( I (x  1, )}k=o 9 (3.3) 
Consequently, if the images of both sides of this relation are taken, then by the 
identity l[yr-ly'$2][~o] := I[xr-lf2[q0]] the second relation of the theorem must hold. 
We now examine the space l[yrf~]: I f f~  s then by Theorem (3.2) there is a unique 
g ~ $2 and constant c such that l ( f )  =: g + cy. Using this fact fo r f  =~ 7' along with the 
relations 
I[y'y'] -- yr+t/(r + 1) (3.4) 
l[yrf] = vq( f )  -- r " I[y~-11(f)y'], 
then yields the identity 
I[7~f] == ~,~g + c~ ,~ 1/(r -r- 1) -- r .  l[~,r-ay'g] 
which also holds fo r f  =: ~,' and states that 
7r$-2 _~ 7~$2 |_ span(y~: 1) i-  I[7 r- Xy,Q]. 
Thus by relation (3.3) the proof is complete. 
Now since an element ~o of the algebra s e can be regarded as a polynomial in x with 
coefficients in the subring ~:x, it is evident hat the multiplicative inverse 1/w of ~o will 
exist and belong to ~: if and only if both co and l/co are in ~1 9 Thus if it is assumed 
that h = 0 and m ~ 0, then by an argument analogous to that used in theorems (3.1) 
and (3.2) we may conclude: 
THEOREM (3.5). Let y have the representation ~, .o fkx  k where each fk is an element 
of ~1. Then if  ~ : @~x x~l  and 1/fro ~ ~, the sum ~ + y~ + ... will be direct, having 
for its value ~ and satisfying the property yn~ z_~ ~)~.=o ~,k~ + span(y,4 x) for all non- 
negative integers n. 
Unfortunately, however, the reasoning does not carry over (in its current form) to 
the establishment of a procedure for analyzing I[~,r~ for r a real number not an integer. 
If, on the other hand, we now have the case where A ----- m ---- O, i.e. where y and ~,' 
are both presumed to be in the subalgebra ~1, even less is known. It may occur, for 
example, that there exists a subspace ~ of ~1 containing I such that either ~:1 = @~---o ~"~[ 
or ~1 : ~~n~---oo (~ - -  r)" [ is true, or  ~1 may have a much more complex structure. 
Unfortu.nately, while there are currently a vaiiety of general techniques available for 
analyzing the algebraic structure of such a space ~:x, most of these involve the use of 
the Axiom of Choice (in the form of Zorn's Lemma), which does not simplify matters 
much since the resulting characterizations ormally involve maximal subspaces of ~:t, 
and these are not directly applicable (or so it currently appears) in the analysis of the 
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action of I on ~:. If, however, for any particular situation a sequence of constants r~ 
and subspaces 12~ and I2 can be found such that 
(i) the sums 2~2=o y".(2 and ~.n~=l (~, -- ro)-" g2o (for each a) are direct, each of 
which contains the multiplicative identity 1 
(ii) if ~ -- @~=o 9,"g2 Jr @,~-a (9' - r ,)-" g2~ then ~ -~ ~ + span(x) 
( i i i )  ~1 := ~-"a ~a,  
then by the relation 
I[x'~(9, -- r)"f]  -- x'~I[(y -- r )" f ]  --  m " I[xm-iI[(9, --  r)"f]] ,  (3.5) 
for m = 1,2,..., the structure of each I [x"Q] can be reeursively examined, which is an 
initial step in the analysis of I[9,~r for r an arbitrary real number. 
EXAMPLE. If ~:e is the integrable algebra @~=0 x"~:l and qo(x) ---= ln(ax + b) the 
transformation of variables where x and ax + b are > 0 and a :;e 0, then y = (e ~ -- b)/a 
and ~r ~ @,~o y"g2 4 @,~1 (Y + b/a)-" .(2 for g-2 - -span{e ~= : 0 ~< r ~< 1}. Moreover 
ynQ *, @ ykO + span(x) for n = O, 1, 2,... 
k=o 
(y + b/a)ng2 - -~ (y '-- b/a)"12 for n = --1, - -2 , . ,  
so that by (3.5) we can conclude 
m n 
x"~9,'~[2 ~ @ @ x~kg2 -~- span(x "+x) 
j =0 k=O 
x,.(9, + b/a)"~ ~ | x~(9, + b/a)"~2, 
k=O 
for m = O, 1 ..... Consequently, if ~ -~ @)~-=o x%Q then 
cc oo 
~ = @ 9,"~-~- @ (9, -+-b/a)-n~ 
rl=O t l~0 
and 
y,,~ ~ @ yk~ for n = 0, 1, 2,... 
k=O 
(y + b/a)"~ ' ,  (y + b/a)"~ for n = --1, --2,. . . .  
This algebra will be further examined in the next section. 
(3.6) 
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4. EXTENSION SPACES 
While a knowledge of the various properties of images r of invariant algebras i  not 
particularly necessary if the only spaces to be used are the images themselves, the data 
is of major importance if the algebras and their images are to be extended to larger 
families of functions where the operation of the integral is to he described by its action 
on the initial spaces ~. In this section several types of such extended families ~' of ~: 
will be defined, each containing functions, very few of which will exhibit properties 
akin to those of the original algebras ~. Among the additional maps encountered will be 
functions uch as the Fresnel and Elliptic integrals, as well as functions that have not 
currently been numerically tabulated. Throughout the discussion the material from 
section (3) will play a fundamental, but totally submerged role, characterizing 
whenever possible the algebraic structure of these extended spaces. 
DEFINITION. Let C/ be an invariant algebra and u ~ ~o(x) a transformation of
variables with the differentiable inverse x = y(u). The image ~[rp] of ~ will then be 
said to be proper (with respect to the mapping ~0) if F' ~ 6~ and all the maps of C/[~v] 
are defined on a subinterval of (0, oo); i.e., if ~,' ~ ~ and ~,(u) > 0 for all u. 
THEOREM (4.1). I f  ~ is a proper image ~[~o] of an invariant algebra ~ and y the 
inverse of% then the vector space ~ spanned by the functions x% x~7 t, and fTt for r > --1, 
f r ~, and 7-t r I[9,'~][cp] (--1 < a < 0) is an invariant space containing ~. 
Proof. Since 9 , '~  and x~+"~Cx~ for --1 < a <0 and n =0,  1,..., clearly 
I[x~+"~] C I[x~ :] C I[7~][~o] by relation (2.4). Consequently, by the relations 
l(f~) = F7 t -- l[y~F(y(u))g]o q~ 
x r+x 1 (4.1) 
Z(x ,~ ' )  = - -  ~ '  z [ :+~+~g]  r+ l  r+ l  0% 
where r >- - l ,  fE~,F=I ( f ) ,  and ~=I (v~g)  oep (for --1 <a<O andgeO/)  
and the fact that yB+m~C y~ for any --1 < fl < 0 and m = O, 1,..., the theorem 
follows. 
In particular, the algebra ~ may always be regarded as a proper image of itself (with 
respect to the identity mapping ~x)  -~ x) if all its maps are defined on a subinterval of 
(0, oo). Then the extended space ~ is denoted by ~ and we have ~ = span{x% xr~, 
f~  : r > -- I, f ~ ~, and ~ ~ I[x~'~] for -- 1 < ~ < 0}, which indicates that ~ must be 
a subspace of any other extension ~* of ~. 
THEOREM (4.2). Let ~ be a proper image ~[~o] of an integrable algebra ~ = Q~=o xn6~l 
and ~ the inverse of the mapping q~. I f  y' ~ @~=0 xk~l ~ ~ for some integer m and ~ 9 ~, 
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then ~ is spanned by the functions .x ~'f, x~T, and fW where r > -- 1, f E ~, and either 
~U~l[ f I2 ] [9 ] fo r_ l  < a < O or, if m : f  O, T = I(xk7 " )og for k = O, l .... , m -- I 
and r > 0 not an integer. 
Proof. Since y 'e  .Q and y r I2 Theorem (3.4) applies to the algebra ~: = 0/[9], 
stating that for any --1 < ct < 0 and n -- l, 2,... 
7~+.12 _ i  I[y~_,~_,12] + 7~ ~,,Q ~_ span(y~ Fn+l) + span{i(xX.y~t,,))~.2o 1, 
where span{l(x~y * ~ =)}~=~1 is interpreted as the space {0) if m = 0. Then by induction 
on n we obtain 
i=1 i=1 
which asserts that 
co 
n=l  
From this the conclusion immediately follows. 
Now if ~: is a proper image of an invariant algebra C/under a mapping 9 and 7 is the 
inverse of 9, then in certain cases the space of functions panned by the maps x9 r xr~, 
andf~ for r an arbitrary real number, f~  ~:, and ~I [~ ' t7 / ] [9 ]  ( - - I  ~ ct < 0) may 
contain the integrals of all its generating functions, except possibly those of the form 
~t(x)/x. I f  this occurs the partial closure ~ of s ~ with respect o 9 will be said to exist, 
being just this family of functions. As before ~* is also denoted by ~ whenever is 
regarded as a proper image of itself under the identity mapping 9(x) ~- x. 
LEMMA (4.3). Let ~ be an invariant algebra whose maps are all defined on a subinterval 
of (0, oo). I f  ~ then contains the derivatives D( f )  = f '  of all its elements, its partial 
closure ~ exists. 
Proof. Since x~+"r162 for any --1 ~< a < 0 and n = 0, 1 ..... obviously 
I[x~+"~ :] C I[x~:]. Moreover since ~: o ~ ~:, 
x r+t 1 
I(xrf) - f I(x'+lf ') (4.2) 
r+ l  r+ l  
implies recursively that 
n--1 
x~-n~: _L~ ~ x~-k~: + I[x~] for -1  ~< a < 0 and n = 1, 2,.... 
k=O 
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With this and the relations 
I(jtP ) ---- I(f)}F -- I[xq(f)g] 
X ~'+1 1 
~(x~' )  - ~e  - - -  ~[x~+~+lg] ,  
r+ l  r+ l  
which hold for r =/: --1, f~  ~, and W = I(x~g) (--1 ~ ~ < 0 and g ~ ~) and are just 
applications of the relations (4.1), it follows that ~ must exist. 
THEOREM (4.4). l f  ~ is the proper image C/[~o] of an invariant algebra C[ and ~, is the 
9 . D 
inverse of cp, then ~ ~ if and only if C[ ---+ C[ and 1/7' ~ C[. Moreover in this case 
~ = ~, both ~ and ~ exist, and ~ = ~. 
Proof. Since ~'(x) = 1/~/(~0(x)), ~o' ~ ~ if and only if 1/~,' ~ CL Thus if C/ D 0/ 
and 1/7' ~ 02, then D(fo rp)(x) ~-f'(~(x)) ~'(x) ~ ~ for a l l f~ C/. Conversely if ~ D., {:, 
then in particular ~o'~ ~. Moreover, since ~ is a proper image of 6~, ~,'~ C/ and 
D(F o ~,)(x) = F'(~,(x)) ~/(x) ~ CI for all F ~ ~. 
Consider now the spaces I[x~] and I[~,~C/][~o] for --1 ~ ~ < 0. Since I[x~] = 
I[~,~),'C/][~o] by relation (2.4) and ~,'C/= 0/ because 1/~/~ C/, therefore I[x~] = 
I[~,~C/][~o]. Consequently ~ ---- ~, and since ~ exists by the lemma ~ must also exist 
having the value ~. 
In particular, if {: is a proper image ~[~o] of an integrable algebra C /= Q~~ x~C/~, 
----+ {:, then by the remark preceding Theorem ), is the inverse of the mapping ~0, and ~ ~ 
(3.5) both ~,' and 1/7' belong to ~ since they are in C/. Hence ~, ~ C/t + span(x), which 
states that ~ = C/[~0] is integrable whenever ~, ~ O/1 [by Corollary (3.3)]. Moreover ~= 
then has the form @~0 xnC/x[cP] and Theorem (4.4) can be extended as follows: 
THEORrM (4.5). I f  r ---- O~=0 X'*~I is an integrable algebra whose maps are all 
defined on a subinterval of (0, ~)  and satisfy the property that ~ ~ ~, then ~ is spanned 
by the functions xrf, xr}P, and f}P where r is an arbitrary constant, f ~ ~, and }F ~ l[x~r 
for --1 ~ ~ < O. ~ also contains the integrals of all these generating functions, except 
possibly those of the form W(x)/x. 
Proof. Since ~ may be regarded as a proper image of itself under the identity 
mapping ~o(x) =- x, I[x=r C 1[x~1] + x~+lr must hold for each --1 < a < 0 by the 
reasoning in the proof of Theorem (4.2). Consequently, since x-re ---- x-1r + r 
I[X-I~] C I[x-l~l] -}- ~ is also true and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
EXAMPLES. (I) Considering again the algebra r  which was observed from the 
identities (2.5) to be an integrable algebra G~=o x~r where ~:x = span{ e~ sin(bx), 
e a~ cos(bx): a and - n b real numbers}, we first notethat r ~ Ca so that r ~ ~. Con- 
sequently by Theorems (4.4) and (4.5) the partial closure ~, of r exists, its definition 
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depending only on that of I[.x~l] for --1 ~< e < O. We now examine these subspaces 
of ~,. 
If a = - - I  then l (1/x)  = in(x) and l(ea~/x) = Ei(ax) for a :~ 0 where Ei is the 
exponential integral function. Thus if we define the maps 
Esi(a, x) =- l [e a~ sin(x)/x] 
Eci(a, x) = I [e  "~ cos(x)/x], 
and call them the exponential sine and cosine integral functions, then l ie  ~ sin(bx)/x] : = 
Esi(a/b, bx) and l ie  ~ cos(bx)/x] = Eci(a/b, bx) for b @ 0. If --1 < a < 0, however, 
then I(x ~) -- x~+x/(c~ + 1) and I(x~'e ~)  = F(o~ + 1) x~+17"(c~ + 1, --ax) for a :fi 0 
where F and y* are the gamma and incomplete gamma functions respectively. Con- 
sequently if we let 
Esin(~, a, x) = / '(e + 1) -1 x-~-aI[x=e "x sin(x)] 
Ecos(~, a, x) = F(a + 1) -1 x-~-lI[x~e ~" cos(x)], 
the characterization f ~. is complete. 3 
(2) Let ~ be the invariant algebra ~:o[ax + b] where x > 0 and ax + b > 0, a and 
b being non-zero constants. Then 0 < x < - -b/a if a .< 0 and b > 0, x > --b/a if 
a > 0 and b < 0, and x ~> 0 if a > 0 and b > 0. Moreover ~: is not integrable, but 
since it does contain the derivatives of all its elements, its partial closure ~ exists. Thus 
since ~: can be regarded as a proper image of the integrable algebra ~e = @~=0 X'~X 
under the mapping 9(x) = ln(ax + b) [whose inverse is 7(x) = (e ~ -- b)/a], we focus 
our attention on the structure of the spaces I [~: , ] [9]  for --1 ~ cx < 0, from which 
~ := ~ is defined. 
Observing now from the example following relation (3.5) that 
ar~ co 
~x = @7k~+ @ (7+b/a) -k~ for O=span{eaX:O~<A<l} ,  
k=0 k=l  
and hence that 
co co co 
~: = @ ~,kg+ @ (y+b/a)-k~, for ~ = @x'~g?, 
k=O k=l  ~=0 
we consider first the relation 
(r + A) 9 I[7rx'~e a~] = yrxneaX - -  rb  . l[7r_lxnea~ ] __ n 9 l [7 rxn- l# ~] 
a 
(4.3) 
s The function names Esi, Eci, Esin, and Ecos are not standard. The integrals they represent 
are normally expressed as linear combinations ofthe functions Ei and y* with complex arguments 
(see Ref. 3, for example). 
57x/3/4-5 
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which can easily be verified by taking the derivative of y'x"e a~ and noting that 
~; = ~, + b/a. Then by induction on k ---- 1, 2,..., we obtain 
/r 
/r /r 
i= l  i= l  
for --1 < a < 0 and n ~)~ 0, which recursively asserts that 
k 
i=1  
for each n = 0, 1 ..... where g2, -= ~=o xig2. Consequently by this and the first of the 
two relations (3.6), 
k 
~,~+k~ ~, I[V~] + G y~+~ (4.4) 
i=1  
holds for any non-negative integer k and --1 ~< a < O. If, however, r is replaced in 
(4.3) by a + 1, A by A --  k, e -k" by a-~(y + b/a) -~, and ~+~ by ~(~ + b/a) -- b/ay% 
then relation (4.3) becomes 
b/a(h - -k ) .1 [~(7  + b/a)-~x"e a~] 
= _~,+x@ _~ b/a)-k x,eaX _ bn/a 9 I [~(y  + b/a)-~x"-le a~] 
A- (a+ 1 -f-A - -k ) . I [y ' (~  +b/a) -~+~ x"e a~] 
-4-n" I[v"@+b/a)-k+Xx"-lea~], (4.5) 
which similarly asserts by induction on k and n that 
/c 
i=1  
(4.6) 
for all --1 ~< a < 0 and k = 1, 2,... [the relations (3.6) are not needed here for the 
a = --1 case as they were above]. Thus since ~ = Q~..o Y~ + Q~=a (7 + b/a)-~ 
it follows from (4.4) and (4.6) that I[V~r C I [~'~ + y~+l~, so that ~ must be the 
vector space spanned by the maps xrf, x'~, and f7  t for f ~ r r is an arbitrary real 
number, and 7 t ~ I[7~][q~] where --1 <~ ~ < 0. Moreover each 
l[f~][q~] = I[x~z-x~[~]] = span{I[x~z B In(z)"] : --1 ~< fl < 0 and n = O, 1,...} 
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where z = ax + b, the elements of which can be represented as follows: 
1 (x) I[x-lz -1] = ~ In ~ , 
a<O 
b>O 
2t ~+I 
I[x~z'] : (-- !)~ a(/3 + 1~ F (--~, /3 +1;/3  + 2; ~) 
for - -1~<~<0; - -1  </3<0 
b(c~x=+~+ 1) (1 ,~+ + 
~x] 
I[xotg -1] : F 1; ~ 2 ; -  b l  
for --I <~<0.  
a>0 
b<0 
Xa•B+ 1 / 
for --1 ~<~<0; - -1  </3<0 
a~x \ ax /  
for --1 <e,<0.  
a>0 
b>0 
a+l  zBF --/3 1 ~+2;  z 
for --1 <a<O; - -1  ~/3<0 
= zB 1; bt I[x-l~,q -fiF (1, --/3; -/3 + ~, 
for --1 </3 <0.  
I[x~zr n] = 
a~+l  k=O 
for a>0,  b<0,  and n = 1,2,.. 
l a I ~+1 2=0 
for b>0 and n---- i ,2,... .  
HereF is the hypergeometric function and plog,, eoplog, (the regular and complemen- 
tary nth power logarithm functions) are the functions given by 
t - - I [x~(1 - -  x) B ln(x) n] for 0 < x < 1 
plog,(a, fi, x) = tI[x~( x _ 1) B In(x)"] for x > 1 
coplog,(~,/3, x) = I[x~(x + 1)B In(x)"] for x > 0. 
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The names plog and coplog for these integrals were chosen strictly for convenience; 
they are not standard. Special cases of these and the above integrals are the following: 
coplogn(a, --1, X) = plogn(a, --1, X) -- 2 -" plog. (-a -- 1 ~- , - -1 ,  X ~) 
(x-) plog.(--1, --1, e ~) = I ~ which is Debye's function. 4
-2  ._~ /~ 
~-~ tantl ~/a  
,/ I[ x-lz-1/2] = 2= tan -1 z 
~/ b _ b 
_ ~ coth_l b z
for a<O;b>O 
for a>O;b<O 
for a>0;b>0.  
I[X-1/~Z -1] = 
2 ax for a<0;b>0 tanh-1 b 
--2 ~/ ax 
e~ b for a>O;b<O 
tan -1 for a>O;b>O.  
I[x-~/.z-l/q = 
l 1 sin 1 [2ax -~ b~ 
- -VJ_-~ - t - - i f - - - - ]  for a<0;b>0 
21n(X/~ + ax) for a > 0. 
(3) Let ~ be the subalgebra of ~. generated by the functions 1, x, e a~, sin(x), and 
cos(x) where A is an arbitrary real number, assume that x is restricted to a subinterval 
of (0, oo) such that Iax + b I ~< I for a :/: 0 and b (fixed) real numbers, and let 
rp(x) = sin-X(ax + b), the inverse of which is y(x) = (sin(x) -- b)/a. Then by relations 
such that ~1 9 ~:t and ~t[~o] is a (2.5) and (2.6) Ct is an integrable algebra @~~ 0 Xn~l  D 9 
proper image of r However, since set[~] itself does not contain the derivatives of all its 
elements, only the existence of the extension space ~:t[~]  of ~:t[q~] is assured by the 
previous theorems. Thus, for the moment we only investigate the structure of the 
spaces I[y~t] for --1 < a < 0, from which ~[~0]~ is defined. 
4 See Ref. 1. 
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After first observing that r ----- @kin----0 (Y ~- b/a) k ~ = @~~ Y ka'2 for g2 = span{e a*, 
e a* cos(x) : h arbitrary} since y(x) = (sin(x) - -  b)/a and cos(x) = = 1 - -  sin(x) =, and  
hence that ~, = @k%o yk~ for g ---- @,~o x~/2, we consider the relations 
(h ~ + r 2) . I[x~y~e a~] 
__-- Ax.y,eaX _ _r xn~r_lea x COS(X) -~- nxn-l~r eaZ 
a 
r 
+ rba (I - -  2r) " I [x"y ' - le  a~] + -~ (r - -  I)(1 - -  bS) 9 I[x"y'-=e a~] (4.7) 
- -  2na . I [xn- ly 'e a'] - -  n(n - -  I ) -  I[xn-=y~ea*], 
(r + 1) "I[x"y~e a" cos(x)] 
= axny~+le a~ - -  ah 9 I[xnyr - -  an 9 I[x"-ly~+lea'], 
which state that for --1 < ~ < 0 and k = 2, 3 .... 
k 
ra+k~y 1 @ rr~+i~-  ~_ i[yar ] _~ i[ya+lo.], 
i=1 
.k 
y~+kx"a - /@ y~+igS. + I[y~x"a] + I[y~+lxna] 
i=1 
k k 
q- ~. I[xn-ly~+ia] + (n - -  11 Z I[xn-nV~+ia]' 
i=2 i=2 
where (7 = span{e a~ :,~ arbitrary) and Dn = @~=oXiD. Then by induction on 
n = O, 1 , . . .  we obtain 
k 
r~+kx.,~ x | r~+i& + 1[r%] + I[r~+l~.] 
i=1 
for on = @~'=o xicr and k = 1, 2 ..... which asserts along with the second of the relations 
(4.7) that 
/~+1 
i=1 
for k = 0, 1 .... But since g = Q~o x'~D 
/~+1 
~,~+k~ _+I | ~,~+~ + I[r"~l] + I[r~+l~d, 
i=1 
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where ~1 is the subspace span{xn# x : n = 0, 1 .... and A arbitrary} of ~. Consequently, 
~,~, ~, y~+a~, + I[Y~ga] + I[Y~+~gx] 
for all --1 < ~ < 0, so that Ct[sin-l(z)] ~ is the space spanned by the functions xT", x~,  
and fg* fo r f  e {:,[q~], r > --1, and 7* e I[y~l][~0] for all 0 < I ~ ] < 1. 
If, however, ~l(X) ls defined to be the mapping eos-l(z) where 9~1(x) 
(--1)" ~o(x) + (/~ -- 89 for a fixed integer t* over the domain of x, then ~t[sin-l(z)] = 
Ct[cos-l(z)] so that ~:~[sin-a(z)] also has the extension r *t. Then by relations 
analogous to those of (4.7), namely 
r 
= '~xnya'ea~ + a xn~'~-leaX sin(x) + nxn-l~,trea~ 
+ rba (1 -- 2r) " I [x"7~-le a'] + -~ (r - -  1)(1 - -  b 2) "I[x'~,~-2e a'] 
- -  2n~ " I[x"-171re a~] - -  n(n - -  1) " I[xn-~Tt~#~], 
(4.8) 
(r + 1) 9 I[x'~yt~e ax sin(x)] 
= --axnv~+leax + aA.  I[x"y~+le ax] + an .I[x~-l~,~+lea~], 
where yt(x)  = (cos(x) -- b)/a is the inverse of ~01 , ~:,[cos-l(z)] ~t is similarly observed 
to have the generating functions I(xnea~yl~ ) o 9~1 for n = 0, 1,..., 2, an arbitrary real 
number, and 0 < ] ~1 < 1. 
Now if ~ is the proper image C/[~0] of an arbitrary invariant algebra C/such that 
~ ~:, then by Lemma (4.3) and Theorem (4.4) it was shown that the partial closures 
and ~ both exist, having the property that ~ ~- ~.  However, this discussion was 
incomplete for it did not indicate under what conditions either ~ of ~ would normally 
exist if ~ did not contain the derivatives of all its maps. This, unfortunately, is not 
currently known. While it would appear from the relation 
X r+l  1 
I[xT(9~(x))] = r + 1 f (~(x) )  r + 1 I[7~+1f'] o ~o 
(where f E C/) that the existence of at least one of the partial closures of ~ should 
necessitate C/to contain the derivatives of all its elements, even this issue is unresolved. 
What is clear, however, is that if any relationship is involved between the assumption 
that C /~ ~ and the existence of ~ or ~,  then it in all probability will require much 
more complex relations than those employed in Lemma (4.3) and Theorem (4.4). 
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EXAMPLE. Continuing the discussion of Ct[sin-l(z)] in Example (3) above, consider 
the relations 
a-l(r q- 1)(1 -- b 2) " I(yrf) 
__ y~+lf . cos(x) + b(2r + 3)" I(y~+lf) -- I(y~+*f ' cos(x)) + a(r + 2)" I(yr 
a-~(r + 1)(1 -- b 2) 9 I(y~f) (4.9) 
= --y~+~/ 9sin(x) + b(2r + 3).  I(r~+af) + I(y~+V ' sin(x)) + a(r + 2)- I(yI+*f), 
which state recursively that 
oo 
i=O 
and 
oo 
z[~,~-~:,] c | ~-~ Yl ~:~ -4- I[yl~6t] 
i=0  
for each --1 -~ o~ ~ 0 and k = 1, 2,.... Then the partial closures ~t[cp] and ~t[~ol] 1
both exist, having the respective initial generating maps I(xneaX'p)o% 
l(x"e~ cos(x)/r)  o ~ and X(x"e~r,~) o r l ,  I (x"e~ sin(x)/e~) o r i ,  where n = 0, 1,...,~ 
is an arbitrary real number, and 0 < ] cz ] < 1 or ~ = --1. 
Whenever it is assumed that a partial closure ~* does exist, clearly it can never be 
required that the integrals of the generating functions gJ(x)/x belong to ~*, for if we 
consider the mapping In(x) arising in ~. in example (1) above, then l[ln(x)/x] -~ 
89 2 6 ~. .  Thus the issue that presents itself is whether an invariant extension of 
the space ~* exists, and if so what form will it take. 
THEOREM (4.6). l f  ~ is an invariant algebra whose maps are all defined on a subinterval 
9 D 9 , 
of (0, oo) and satzsfy the property that ~ ----+ ~, then ~ can be extended to an mvanant 
space spanned by the functions x r ln(x)nf, fW,  and x ~ ln(x)nW where f ~ ~, r is an arbitrary 
real number, n = O, 1 ..... and 71 ~ I[x ~ ln(x)'~] for -- 1 <~ e~ < 0 and m ---- O, 1 ..... For 
convenience, the space is denoted by ~ and called the full  closure of ~. 
Proof. Since x~+kSCx"~ for --1 ~ o~ < 0 and k = 0, 1,..., again it is clear that 
. D I[x ~+~ In(x)n~] C I[x ~ In(x)"~ for n = 0, 1,... Moreover since r - -~  ~:, 
I[x, In(x)" f ]  
X r+l 1 n 
-- r +~ ln(x)n f - -  " I[x r+l ln(x)n f '] I[xr ln(x)n-l f ]  (4.10) 
r+ l  r+ l  
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states recursively for k = 1, 2,... that 
x ~-k ln(x)n~ 
k--1 
z @ x~_i[~: + ln(x)~: -}- "" + ln(x)n~ :] + ~ I[x ~ ln(x)i~], 
i=O i=0 
where n is a non-negative integer and --1 ~ a < O. Consequently I[x ~ ln(x)~] C 
for all real numbers r and n = O, 1 ..... and by the 1elations 
I ( j 'T)  = I ( f )T  - I[x ~ ln(x)" I(f)g] 
I[x -1 ln(x)n~] -- ln(x) n+l ~ -- 
n+l  n+l  
9 
X r+ l  n 
IEx" ln(x)n~] - -  ln(x)"T - -  
r+ l  r+ l  - -  .1 Ix .  
1 
r + 1 " I[x~+r+l ln(x)m+'~g]' 
(4.11) 
wheref~ ~, n is a non-negative integer, r :# --1, and T = I[x ~ ln(x)"g] (--1 ~< ~ < 0, 
m = 0, 1 .... , g E ~), the theorem immediately follows. 
Thus such invariant extension spaces do exist, but since they also normally involve 
the elements of I[x ~ ln(x)m~] for m = 1, 2,... and since the algebraic techniques 
developed in Sections (2) and (3) are clearly inadequate for examining these additional 
maps, being barely able to cope with ~,  certainly a study of these spaces is premature 
at the present ime. Instead, additional procedures for extending the results of Section 
(3) must first be formulated. 
Having now discussed the nature and existence of extensions of invariant algebras, 
we briefly focus our attention on the remaining question that should be initially 
examined, namely: If ~ is an invariant algebra that is a proper image of itself under the 
identity map and ~0(x) > 0 a transformation of variables with the differentiable inverse 
7, then under what conditions will the integrals of the elements of ~[~] be expressible 
in terms of ~[9~] or one of its extensions if 7' q~ ~ ? Toward answering this, knowing 
that ~ always exists and that ~ frequently exists, we can immediately conclude (among 
other things) from relation (2.4) that: 
COROLLARY (4.7). I f7 '  is a linear combination of terms of the forms x~q and 7tq where 
r > --1, q ~ ~, and 7J~I[x~(]for --1 < ~ < O, then ~[~o] _~t ~[~0]. 
COROLLARY (4.8). I f  ~ exists and y' is a linear combination of terms of the forms xrq 
and 7tq where r is an arbitrary real number, q~ ~, and T ~ I[x~] for --1 ~ ~ < O, then 
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EXAMPLE. If ~: is an invariant algebra whose maps are defined on a subinterval of 
(0, oo) and ~v(x) = (ax + b) r a transformation of variables where a and b are numbers 
such that a =7(= 0 and ax + b > O, then ~:[~0] -~/~[cp] whenever r > 0. In particular if 
a = 1, b = 0, and r = 2, then the Fresnel integrals I[sin(x2)], I[cos(x~)] and the error 
function (2/~v/~) I[e -~2] are all in ~t[x2], having the respective values 
(X/~r/2)x 9 Esin(-- 89 0, x2), (X/~r/2)x 9 Ecos( -1 ,  0, x2), 
and x~*(89 xZ). I f  ~ also exists and r < 0, then ~[9] ~ ~[9] as we note in the case where 
/[sin(1/x)] = x"  sin(1/x) --  Eci(0, 1/x). 
If in addition ~:[9] is invariant and 9' ~ ~:[9], we then have the most desirable situation 
that can occur, for now ~: may be regarded as a proper image of ~[~0] and we obtain: 
COROLLARY (4.9). I f  ~[9] is an invariant algebra containing qJ, then the space spanned 
by the maps ~(x)rf(~v(x)) and f (q~(x)) ~(x)  where r > --1, f ~ ~, and 7 t ~ I[~v~:[~o]] for 
--1 < ~ < 0 is an invariant subspace of ~[~o]. 
Proof. Letting 3U be the extension space that is supposedly invariant, we first 
observe that since ~o~+"~:[cp] C q~:[9] for each --1 < c~ < 0 and n = O, 1 ..... 
I[9~f(go(x))] E ~{" C ~[go] for all r > --1 
andf~ s ~. Thus by a relation analogous to the first of the relations (4.1), namely 
I [ f@(x))~]  = F~ -- I[9~Fq(q)(x))l, (4.12) 
whereF = I[f(~o(x))] and 7t(x) = I[rp~q(go(x))] for --1 < a < 0 and q e ~, the theorem 
follows. 
EXAMPLE. Considering the integrals I [ (1 -  m'sin(x)2) ~] for 0 < m ~ 1 and 
0 < [a [  < 1, we first note that 1 - -m's in (x )  ~ ~- 1 --m/2[1 --cos(2x)] = 
m/2[cos 2(x +/zrr) -- b] where b = (m -- 2)/m ~ --1 and/~ is an arbitrary integer. 
Thus if/~ is chosen so that u ~ h(x) = 2(x +/~Tr) ~ 0 and if a is an arbitrary positive 
number, then the mapping y(u) = 1/a[cos(u) --  b] has the inverse 9(t) = sin-l(at + b) 
and I[(1 --  m 9 sin(x)~) ~] is the element (am)~/2 ~+1 I(y ~) o ~ of an invariant subspace of 
~:t[9] ~ [y o A]. Moreover, if a is either --  { or 89 then these elements are just the first 
and second elliptic integrals respectively, the choice of the constant a depending only 
on whatever values are to be assigned to x if these integrals are to be regarded as 
definite integrals. 
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